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probably, as soon as the percentage of acid present falls
below a certain limit, incomplete sulphation occurs, and
compounds containing lead monoxide or hydrated mon-
oxide, Pb(HO)2, are then produced ; and the variations in
the specific gravity of the electrolyte during discharge
sometimes agree best with a reaction of this nature. Dis-
tinct evidence, indeed, has frequently been obtained of the
presence of monoxide in discharged positive active material,
and upon this has been based an oxidation theory of the
cell reactions, which assumes that, at the positive at any rate,
the formation of sulphate is only an incidental result, con-
tributing nothing to the E.M.F., and being; in amount, no
function of the output.

I prefer, however, to adopt the explanation I have
suggested above, and consider that whenever indications of
imperfect-sulphation are observed they do not show the
double sulphation theory to be at fault, but rather point to
defective working conditions which prevent the proper and
normal reaction from taking place.

Dr. H. E. ARMSTRONG : I think that the Institution of Electrical
Engineers is greatly to be congratulated on having received so valuable
a paper on so important a subject. Mr. Wade has stated his case with
a clearness which is altogether unusual in dealing with matters of this
kind; and his arguments are throughout logical and reasonable, and
stated in a language to which one cannot object from any ordinary
point of view. One may not share all his opinions, but throughout he
argues his case in such a way that we cannot in the slightest degree
take objection to the manner in which he states it.

Mr. Wade first discusses the nature of the changes which go on in
the accumulator. We have worked at this subject in the Chemical
Department at the Central Technical College for ten years past, and
the analyses which Professor Ayrton and his colleagues communicated
to this Institution in 1890 were carried out by Mr. Robertson in my
laboratory. Ever since then I have felt that the cell offers a great
many problems for study, both to the chemist and the electrician.
This evening we are embarking on a new period, and may congratulate
ourselves on having at last made some slight advance in the treatment
of the" problem. Mr. Wade puts forward, in the first instance, the
conventional idea that we deal, on the one hand with lead, and on the
other with lead peroxide. During the discharge these are converted
into sulphates on both sides, and on re-charging we obtain a reversion
again. Although that simple equation expresses the final result,
probably a very great deal happens in between. We are not at all
in a position at the present time, however, to say what it is that thus
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®r- happens in the electrolysis of lead salts in sulphuric acid solutions.
Armstrong. J r

The phenomena we have to deal with in this case are undoubtedly com-
plicated. Although many years have elapsed since Faraday electrolysed
sulphuric acid, we practically know very little more now than we did
when he ceased working at the subject. It is astonishing how very
little advance has been made, notwithstanding the extraordinary
importance that attaches to the subject. It is certain, however, that
electrolysis of sulphuric acid does not take place in the simple way
which is ordinarily assumed. There are a variety of explanations,
which I will not enter into now, but probably there are many products
evolved which play an important part in the case of the accumulator,
but which have received very little attention ; and I think the author
has scarcely sufficiently noted the possibility of changes which take
place in the electrolyte and which affect sulphation. On the other
hand, the problem of the electrolysis of lead salts is a very difficult one.
We do not in the least understand how the lead peroxide is formed
from the sulphate. Its production is a peculiar phenomenon. Many
lead salts cannot be electrolysed without peroxide being formed ; that
is to say, when you pass the current though a lead solution you get
peroxide on the anode, and the whole of the lead cannot therefore be
obtained in the metallic state on the cathode. On the other hand,
there are solutions from which you can get the whole of the lead as
lead, without any trace of peroxide being formed. I have been working
at the subject for the last two years, and I cannot get any clue as to what
determines the formation of peroxide, in some cases, and the production
of lead and of lead only in others. I refer to these matters in order to
emphasise the fact that there is much to be learned yet with regard to
what happens both to sulphuric acid and to these lead compounds on
electrolysis. But, after all, that does not greatly affect Mr. Wade's point.
He attaches importance to the kind of lead compound which is formed,
and has put forward a theory which is. a perfectly rational one in its
way—that you are never dealing with lead peroxide alone or with lead
sulphate alone, but that you are dealing with a more complex sub-
stance which contains both those constituents. He thinks that is the
explanation of the conductivity of the material in the cell as com-
pared with the want of conductivity which is shown by lead sulphate.
No doubt a great deal may be said for this theory, but I would call
attention to a paragraph in Mr. Wade's paper where he says : " Un-
fortunately there is other most troublesome evidence as to the extreme
feebleness of the compounds now in question." I am inclined to
think that, except in one practical point, he does not help himself very
much by assuming the existence of these compounds, as, if they exist
at all, they are excessively unstable substances. He has, however, put
forward a theory which enables us to understand why it is that only
about half the peroxide present in the material is available. That
result was established by Professor Ayrton and his colleagues through
their examination of plugs taken from plates which had been treated
in various ways. Whether it is good as theory or not, it is good as fact,
for undoubtedly you cannot get much beyond that point. My only
object in speaking about that fact is to say that although Mr. Wade's
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case is a reasonable one, I do not think there is very much in it.1 I Armstrong,
venture to think that the important part of Mr. Wade's paper is the
latter portion, in which he discusses the character of structure that is
necessary in order to ensure the maximum rate of discharge and
charge. He has laid emphasis upon porosity—upon the absolute need
for free diffusion of acid into the material—and this is really, I think,
the critical feature in connection with storage cells. What he has said
with regard to the need of increasing the porosity of the medium is
really the practical key to the position. If we are to improve the
discharge and charge rate of cells, it must be by operating in the
direction he has pointed out. From a practical point of view his
arguments appear to be perfect; but I am not prepared to go with him
in the theoretical arguments which he has put forward. If you picture
to yourselves what is going on in the cell, you can see at once it is
absolutely needful there should be a high degree of porosity conferred
upon the material. There is a very large requirement of acid at both
plates ; and the acid is one which diffuses at a comparatively slow rate.
On the one hand, you are, during discharge, depleting the solution of acid,
and therefore you are not only varying the resistance and the rate at which
chemical change can take place, but you are also perhaps changing its
character; while, on the other hand, when you are charging your cell you
are loading the pores with strong acid. One can see, therefore, that it is
essential that there should be a free passage of acid both into and out of
the porous material. In these two respects Mr. Wade has put the case
before us in a very clear way. He has given a clear indication of the lines
upon which we can proceed in calculating the efficiency of the cell, and
he has, I think, led the way so far as practical improvements in the cell
are concerned, by insisting very strongly on the need of great porosity.

Professor W. E. AYRTON : The paper which Mr. Wade has given Professor
us on Storage Battery Problems is probably one of the best that it t yr on°
has been our good fortune to listen to for many a long day, and I
feel sure that at the present time we should know much more about
storage cells, and, perhaps what is more important, we • should have
much better storage cells, had we been favoured with many papers
like Mr. Wade's, combining the same clearness of thought, lucidity
of expression, and emphatic direction as to what we ought to aim
at doing in order to improve the accumulator. Dr. Armstrong has
referred to those very interesting experiments that Mr. Robertson,
his assistant at that time, was so good as to carry out for us in 1890
on the analysis of the plugs in the porous, the peroxide plate. Referring
to this test, the author, on page 469, says that " In this special instance
the previous treatment of the cell was exceptionally favourable, and
as on a 12-hour discharge rate its capacity came out about 33 per-
cent, above its listed value, it had evidently been worked up to a
state of efficiency but seldom obtained, still less maintained." Now,
why is it absolutely true that the cell was in a state of efficiency seldom
attained, still less maintained? Was'it because we were dealing with
a perfectly new cell or with a cell supplied us by the Electrical Power

1 Cf. Royal Society Proceedings, 1891, 50, 105.
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Professor
Ayrton.

Storage Company especially for our experiments ? Nothing .of the
kind. The reason was indicated, but we probably did not succeed
in impressing upon the world ten years ago what were the conditions
necessary for the success of pasted accumulators. The cell which gave
those results had been in daily use in my laboratory for quite two years
before the experiments were carried out, and these were the words
we used in the paper we gave in 1890 on " Notes on the Chemistry
of Secondary Cells." (This Journal, 1890, vol. xix., p. 660.) "The
cell selected to remove the plugs from had the same size as the cells
employed in the investigations described in a previous communication,
and was one of the batch of fifty purchased for the Central Institution
about the middle of 1888. Since it first came into our possession it
had never been overcharged, never been left discharged, nor permitted,
to send more than the maximum current allowed by the makers, and
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consequently at the beginning of the present investigation in June of
this year [1890] this cell was in excellent condition." And I may emphasise
now what we stated at that time—viz., that the proportion of liquid
to plates was much larger than is usual in cells. Another condition
was scrupulously adhered to, and it is one to which, for a very practical
reason, I want to draw special attention. At the commencement of
this investigation referred to, ten years ago, we discharged the cells
day after day.. The experiments were made by successive charging
and discharging by automatic machinery, week after week, day and
night, without intermission, in order to get the cell into its perfectly
normal condition; and the discharge limit was initially fixed, for a
reason given in that paper, at r6 volts, as shown in Fig. A. We soon
found out, however, as explained in the previous paper on the Working
Efficiency of Secondary Cells, that we were ruining the cells. For the
charging became more and more difficult (it became impossible to put
the energy into the cell because the potential difference rose so rapidly),
and also that it gradually became impossible to get any considerable
amount of energy out of the cell. After a number of experiments in the
summer of 1890, we decided that it was because we were letting this
potential difference go down too low, and we found if we stopped at i*8
volt and took off that small fraction of the discharge, instead of ruining
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the cells we were able to make them go through the same cycle with Professor
absolute exactness in their repetition. On that occasion the novel fact
was pointed out, viz., that the discharge should be stopped when the
potential difference fell to r8 volts, and we mentioned in that paper
that Dr. Louis Duncan and Mr. H. Wiegand, experimenting in the
Johns Hopkins University in the same year, had arrived at the same
result. I lay so much stress on the fact that if you stop at r8 instead
of i'6 volt you keep your cells in good order and do not ruin them,
because this last fortnight I have been told by two independent persons
—I do not know how far their information is authoritative—that that
explains the difficulties of the London Electric Cab Company. A
sort of controversy took place in the electrical press last year to
this effect: The Electric Power Storage Company had, it was said,
entered into an undertaking for 20 per cent, of the prime cost per
annum to keep the cells up to a certain percentage of their normal
capacity for three years. The Cab Company came to an abrupt end,
and one of the electrical papers suggested that probably accumulators '
were responsible for the difficulty, and rather implied that the Electric
Power Storage Company had not fulfilled its obligation. The latter
company wrote a letter, which was published in the paper with a
very proper apology, to the effect that the Electric Power Storage
Company had carried out their obligation absolutely to the letter ;
and yet still there remained the question that the Cab Company
had ceased to exist. I am told, as I say, the explanation was that
the Storage Company agreed to keep the accumulators up to a certain
percentage of their normal capacity, for 20 per cent, per annum, the cells
being used every day and charged every night, provided that they
were never allowed to go below the limit that, we had arrived at
in our 1890 investigation, viz., r8 volts per cell. I am told that
this was a clause in the contract, but that unfortunately the Cab
Company did not in the least appreciate the importance of the
condition, and the result was that when the cells began to wear out,
when cabs came in and they were tested, the cells were found to have
run down to lower than i-8 volts per cell. The Electric Power Storage
Company were able to say, so I am informed, keeping strictly to the
agreement, "That cab, is outside the contract"; and so one by one
they went outside the contract until the whole of the cabs were outside
it. The Electric Power Storage Company were quite willing to keep
them in order if the condition had been fulfilled. • It is quite possible
that this is a fact. • Another accumulator company, to whom I mentioned
this matter, told me they "also believed it was a fact, and .that they
in their maintenance contracts insisted on the cell being stopped at
1 "8 and not allowed to fall to an appreciably lower number of volts. If
that is so, if the experiments that we have carried out are borne out
by all this experience, why do not people realise that adding a mere
fraction of discharge energy seen to the right of the ordinate that
happens to pass through 11 hours in Fig. A means ruin to the cells and
ruin to the company ? Why not put prominent volt-meters on the
splash-boards of the cab, and tell the cab-driver, " On pain of your
life, come home when you see the pointer at r8 volts per cell" ?
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Professor
Ayrton.

I will now go to the other most interesting point to which Mr.
Wade has drawn attention. He considers that the failure of the cell
is mainly due to the want of porosity. There are certain reasons which
bear that out, and certain reasons about which I am not sure whether
they do or do not bear out his theory, but I should like to put them
before him in order that so competent an authority can express his
views. The first point is perfectly well known, that in ordinary
discharge the potential difference of the cell falls very rapidly at
the beginning, though the current is kept quite constant, then very
slowly, and then again very rapidly. This first rapid fall, which occurs
in the first half-hour or so, does not occur at all in a cell if it has
been left charged for a considerable time. Supposing you get one
of these cells, as described in the paper, into a perfectly normal
condition, charging and discharging without intermission for many
days and weeks, the same curve being produced over and over again,
for charging and discharging, and then you carefully insulate the cell,
take off the wires, and leave it for a fortnight: what is the shape
of the curve of the first discharge, when, of course, the strong acid
which is put into the pores during the charging has had plenty of
time to diffuse throughout the cell ? I do not know whether Mr. Wade

remembers, but the curve, so far
from coming down, starts low and
rises a little (see Fig. B). After
a period of a fortnight, the cell
being well insulated and then dis-
charged, a curve is given which
begins to rise as the discharge goes
on, and then falls afterwards. The
absence of fall at first would tend,
no doubt, to bear out the idea
that the strong acid put into the
pores in charging had had time to

diffuse. There was no strong acid in the pores, therefore there was
no sudden fall. But what about the rise ? How is that explained ?
You can hardly imagine that the discharge of the cell, which we
know produces sulphate, which uses up sulphuric acid, would in any
way strengthen the acid, and therefore there does not seem to be
any special reason why the potential difference for constant current
should begin to rise after a rest.

I now come to something which is even more noteworthy, because
it has a very important practical application. There are two ways,
of course, in which cells can be charged. They are usually charged
with something like constant current, but another method which, I am
happy to say,, is becoming much used because of its great improve-
ment, is to charge them at constant potential.

Two of my students, Mr. Cahen and Mr. Donaldson, described
to the British Association in Bristol the result of an investigation of the
charging of a Tudor cell with constant current in the ordinary way and
with constant potential. Supposing you take a charge with constant
current in the ordinary way : the potential difference must rise. The rise

r 8
1 2 3 4 5 6

Time in Hours from Beginning of Discharge.

FIG. B.
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is very rapid towards the end, and you have a period of much gassing
and a considerable waste of energy (see Fig. C). Mr. Wade has given us
his explanation of the gassing. Suppose, instead of having a constant
current of (say) 20 amperes, with a gradually increasing potential, you
start with 2-5 volts constant potential difference (see Fig. D). Initially there
is an enormous current (perhaps 180 amperes instead of 20), and as the
current rapidly falls, you are able to put in the charge in a fraction of
the time ; in fact, the major portion of the charge is put in in about 40
or 60 minutes instead of in (say) 3 hours and 20 minutes, and (which is
very important) you get no gassing, because the gassing does not occur
until the current has been reduced to (say) 20 amperes. Apparently it is
not the high voltage that causes gassing; gassing occurs quite at the end
of the charge, whether you raise the potential difference to keep the current
constant, or keep the potential difference constant and let the current fall.
In the former case you cannot prevent gassing without stopping a great
deal of the energy being put into the cell; whereas, in the latter case,
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FIG. C—Tudor Cell Charging at a Constant Current of 20 Amperes.

you can entirely cut off the gassing, because if you stop charging at the
moment when gassing commences, you will already have put in almost
the whole of the energy required. You might have thought the very
large current in charging at constant pressure, owing to its production
of very strong acid' in the pores, would not, according to Mr. Wade's
idea, allow much energy to be put into the cell; on the contrary, this
arrangement puts more energy into the cell in a short time than the
other puts into it in three or four times the time. Further, not only is
more energy put into the Tudor cell at each of the charges^at constant
P.D. than at each of the charges at constant current, but, whatis equally
important, more energy is given out by the cell at each of the discharges
after a constant P.D. charge than at each of the discharges after a con-
stant current charge. This is shown clearly in the table on page 503:—
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Method of Charging.

Constant Current

Constant P.D. ... ...

Watt hours put in.

i5r8

231-2

Watt hours given out.

123

163

Professor
Avrton.

With such an extremely rapid production of sulphuric acid in the pores
it might be inferred from Mr. Wade's paper that you could not get
much energy in, your cell would act very badly, there would be a great
deal of gassing, and the electrolyte would be forced out, etc. For he
says in his paper : " The outer layers of active material will absorb
more than their due proportion of the current, and by the time they
are fully desulphated the inner layers, as yet only partially charged, will
be surrounded by abnormally strong acid to enable them to maintain
an equivalent voltage. Unless, therefore, the current is prolonged for
a time after "gassing" has commenced and the end of the recharge
only determined by a sufficiently high potential difference being attained,
there is some likelihood of the inner layers not receiving their proper
charge at all." But, in practice, you get nothing of the kind. By
making the current some 170 amperes at first, and letting it fall as it
does fairly rapidly, you first diminish the time of charging by more than
two-thirds, you prevent all gassing, and put more energy into the cell as
well as get more energy out of the cell than you can with constant
current. I put that before Mr. Wade because the very important
practical result appears somewhat to oppose his theory that the im-

• portant defect in the existing accumulator is the absence of sufficient
molecular porosity.

Mr. W. HIBBERT : I. confess that, although I have, perhaps, as high Mr. Hibbert
an opinion of the paper as that expressed either by Professor Armstrong
or by Professor Ayrton, I shall not be able quite so consistently to agree
with the author. We began working at this subject in Dr. Gladstone's
laboratory in the earliest days of the accumulator, and as I myself worked
at every experiment that has been tried there, both on the chemical
and on the physical side, I am well acquainted with the history'pf the
subject. Up to the time at which the- work was begun, it was the
common practice to attribute .the actions that were going on to the
action of hydrogen and oxygen, and the presence and function of , •
sulphuric acid was altogether ignored. When the first papers were
published, the theory advanced was not accepted. . Dr. Frankland,
in the following year, 1883, advanced the same theory in a slightly
different form, and from that day to this there have been investigations
by Reynier, Crova, Heim and Kohlrausch, Ayrton, Robertson, etc., all of
which tend to confirm the notion, admitted even by Mr. Wade, that the
sulphate of lead is the thing which is actually formed in the cells. You
will find in the January issue of Science Abstracts (Abstract No.' 242)
an exceedingly good paper by Mugdan which is well worth study, but
which I am afraid does not confirm some of the conclusions drawn, and
some of the positions taken, by Mr. Wade. To begin with, Mr. Wade
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are deposited on to the spongy lead during the charge. These particles hani^"ing"
of metal produce local currents, which ultimately produce patches of
sulphate, with evolution of hydrogen, especially if the cell be allowed
to stand for a considerable time on open circuit. These impurities, and
the sulphate they produce, gradually clog the spongy-lead plates, and
cause their capacity to diminish in time ; the effect of reversing them
is to redissolve the impurities in the acid, and purify the spongy-lead
active material. This reversal should always be carried out with dummy
peroxide plates, and the acid used during the operation should not be
used again in the cells, as it of course contains the impurities out of the
spongy-lead plates. The great lesson taught by the decrease in capacity
of spongy-lead plates, which troubles storage battery makers so much,
is to keep all the materials and acid used for the battery as pure as
possible, and neglect of this precaution was, I believe, one of the chief
causes of the early troubles experienced with storage batteries.

The gradual fall of electromotive force during discharge may be due
to the variation of the adjuvant E.M.F. produced by the chemical action
of the sulphuric acid on the Pb2O3 at the peroxide plate, which falls as
the strength of the acid round the peroxide plate falls.

Mr. W. R. COOPER : Although I appreciate the clearness of Mr. Mr- CooPer-
Wade's paper, yet I cannot help feeling that it is a mistake to introduce
further complications into this subject, which is already very complicated,
if it can possibly be avoided. One feels tempted to ask, Are all these
complications really necessary ? They have been brought about by
various causes, among which may be mentioned the attempts to deduce
a satisfactory value for the E.M.F. from the Kelvin equation. The
more general equation due to Helmholtz is generally disregarded for
unaccountable reasons. Further, most thermo-chemical data are
inexact, and have been determined under conditions which differ from
those in the cell. If the cell is looked upon as a primary one consisting
of lead, sulphuric acid,, and lead peroxide, the voltaic reaction which
suggests itself is simply the formation of lead sulphate at the lead plate,
the lead peroxide acting as a depolariser and being reduced by the
polarising hydrogen to PbO, or metallic lead, any sulphate formed at the
peroxide plate being due to a secondary reaction. This view does not
meet with approval because the E.M.F. deduced from these reactions
by thermo-chemical data is much lower than the observed E.M.F. of a
secondary cell. But it is necessary to remember that the secondary
cell differs very considerably from the primary cell. The electrolyte is
not merely sulphuric acid, and that which is in the pores may be
relatively concentrated. Spongy lead may also differ considerably .
from ordinary lead. Consequently, the' usual thermo-chemical data
may be inapplicable. This point of view has been taken up by M.
Darrieus, who finds that the voltaic difference between spongy and
ordinary lead is C34 volt; and he concludes that the calculated
E.M.F. is equal to that observed if such considerations are taken into
account. Although Mr. Hibbert has apparently failed to confirm the
results of M. Darrieus, I do not think that this simple view has received
sufficient attention. A simple view is preferable to a complicated one,
and it is to be hoped that further investigations will be carried in the
direction indicated by M. Darrieus,
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Mr. Cooper. Turn ing now to the paper itself, Mr. W a d e suggests a complex
molecule for lead and the various lead compounds. I think that there
must be some misunderstanding on this point, as this view is held
generally for all solids. In the case of spongy lead, it would be
expected that the molecules are less complex rather than more complex
than those of ordinary lead, as this would more easily account for
greater activity. W e should expect activity to increase as the number
of atoms in the molecule diminishes, for it is only necessary to go to

' the limit of atomic sub-division to obtain the maximum of activity.

The author also suggests various complicated sulphates which
conduct, but which are liable to pass into ordinary lead sulphate, and
thus lose their conductivity. There does not, however, appear to be
any reason why these complicated salts should be better conductors
than PbSO4, and it is questionable whether the change in the con-
ductivity of lead sulphate which is observed when " s u l p h a t i n g " takes
place cannot be more reasonably explained by simpler changes such
as crystallisation, hydration, etc.

The various complicated salts proposed by the author are theoreti-
cally somewhat improbable, and it is doubtful whether they give a
really simpler explanation than that afforded by mixtures.

burneWin ^ r " J" S W I N B U R N E : Mir. W a d e goes over a great deal of ground
that has been traversed ten or even twenty years ago, without really
giving any new reasons for his rather revolutionary ideas. Most of the
phenomena, I think, of secondary batteries can be explained on the
simple sulphate theory that has been held now by a great many people
for very nearly twenty years. There are, of course, matters which
obscure the result. The first is that the sulphate of lead apparently is
a non-conductor. Mr. W a d e seems to regard the materials as mixtures,
or rather compounds of very curious chemical composit ion; but most
of these effects, I think, can be explained by remembering that the
sulphate formed is an insulator, and that the sulphuric acid in the
coating is apt to get used up during discharge, and therefore the E.M.F.
is dependent on the strength of the acid in the pores which gets used
up. In dealing with the question we ought always to remember that
the chief chemical action in such a case as running a secondary battery

' down, is the formation of water. Water is so cheap that we are apt to
look upon it as unimpor tant ; whereas in modern chemistry we ought
to regard, generally, the formation of water as the vital part of the
equation. I see Mr. W a d e says that sulphate of lead cannot be reduced
or oxidised. That theory or experiment was first mentioned by Lord
Kelvin something like twenty years ago, but, unfortunately, it is not the
fact. It is simply that the sulphate of lead is an insulator. It insulates
very thoroughly, but if you get sufficient pressure you can take pure
sulphate of lead and either reduce it or oxidise it. Ordinarily it is a
question of gett ing contact, and if you mix a very little litharge or red
lead, or something of that kind, you will find your sulphate of lead,
although it may have been precipitated, will be perfectly amenable, and
will do what you want it to d o : I proved that in 1882, and it is rather
an important matter. On the other hand, Mr. Wade seems to think
that a battery cannot possibly run down to pure sulphate, that it may
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run clown to one of his curious compounds, and the compound after- Mr- Swin-
burne

wards, for some reason of its own, may change to pure sulphate. As
a matter of fact, if you take a thin coating you can very often run it
down till it is quite white, and the white coating of the reduced plate
is often such a thorough insulator that a piece of lead in apparent
contact—even, perhaps, forcibly pressed against' it—will not make
contact. Any one who has not had very much to do with batteries will
be astonished to find the difficulty of securing contact in the reduced
plates, and it is always due to these very thin films of sulphate. The
coating, under these circumstances, with that explanation, will naturally
tend to go down into sulphate, or go up into sulphate, as the case may
be, until the sulphate practically insulates it. The mixture of a con-
ductor and an insulator will generally conduct till you get down to
about 15 per cent, of the conductor among the insulator, and then you
generally find that it comes to a point at which it will no longer
conduct. I am thinking now, for the moment, of a large amount of
work that has been done lately in making Nernst and other lamps.
The phenomena of mixtures of conductors and insulators is very
curious. But I think they probably account for the whole of the
apparently anomalous actions of the cells. The fact that a cell
will sulphate, that is to say, will go from a conducting into a non-
conducting body, is probably explained by the conducting body
consisting of sulphate of lead, containing either very little peroxide
mixed up with it, which will conduct, or very little reduced lead.
Reduced lead, especially if left in contact with acid, is very apt to go
up into sulphate of lead and give off hydrogen. If you have not a
very strong pressure you cannot get it into contact with your support,
and cannot reduce it again. I only want to urge that, except for the
small phenomena which are generally explained by such things as the
difference of strength of acid in the coating, and the difference of con-
ductivity due to the insertion of sulphate of lead, which has a very large
bulk in comparison with what it is formed from, I think these things
explain most of the phenomena. I would also urge that in all scientific
inquiries, when you have a very simple explanation and a very com-
plicated one, there are a large number of minds which habitually
prefer the very complicated one. I must say I am one of those who
prefer the very simple explanation.

[Communicated.] Since the meeting I find that many people
cannot understand the formation of sulphate of lead on the peroxide
plate on discharge, because they say the H2S04 is split into H2 and O,
of which the H2 takes one O of the PbO2, leaving PbO. The PbO may •
then be acted upon by more H2SO4, making PbSO4; but the last is a
secondary reaction which has nothing to do with the electro-motive
force of the cell. There is no reason to consider this a secondary re-
action. In dealing with electrolysis we must take care to avoid con-
fusing hypotheses, made for the purpose of explaining phenomena to
students, with the phenomena. This splitting up of the change of
PbO2 into PbSO4 in two steps is purely academical; it has nothing to do
with facts.

The question as to whether the formation of sulphate is primary
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llr: or secondary can be determined by the reversibility of the cell. If the
Swinburne. J j J

energy of H2SO4 + PbO = PbSO4 + H20 is wasted as local heat, it can
only appear in the electro-motive force of charging ; not of discharge.
The question of the alleged extra electro-motive force of spongy lead
can be tested by reversibility, and also by direct comparison. In direct
comparison the lead must be clean, and the surface should be specially
exposed when in place. The least trace of oxidation, i.e., sulphation,
will falsify the reading. Amalgamation will give an effective clean
surface.

FitzGeraid ^ r * ^ ' ^' F I T Z G E R A L D [communicated] : I have read with great
interest the advance-proof of Mr. Wade's paper, kindly forwarded to
me. Whether or not it may have any influence upon the' manufacture
or working of accumulators in the future, it is certainly a valuable
contribution to the theory upon which such manufacture and working
should be based, and it throws light upon subjects of which the pre-
sumed explanations have with some reason been regarded as incomplete,
puzzling, or unsatisfactory, when not absolutely fallacious. I am pleased
to find that I am in general agreement with Mr. Wade on most points
—the more so from having apprehended that the contrary might be the
case.

Thus, in regard to the original battery-equation given by Messrs.
Gladstone and Tribe, and embodying the " double sulphation " theory,
I am quite in accord with Mr. Wade as to its substantial accuracy when
taken in the limited sense in which it was put forward, viz., as signifying
that, in the discharge of the cell, sulphuric acid reacts upon lead prot-
oxide at both electrodes, producing equivalents of lead sulphate. The
equation indicates nothing as to the extent to which the reaction may
be carried ; it is similarly indefinite as to the form or condition taken
by the sulphate in either electrode. In my paper " On Reversible Lead
Batteries," read before the precursor of this Institution on May 10,1887,
the only modification I could find to make in this equation was one
indicating that the sulphate of lead formed in the peroxide element is
not necessarily the full equivalent of that formed in the spongy-lead
plate. This is the case when free access of sulphuric acid to the
peroxide does not obtain, by reason of the insufficient strength of the
electrolyte, or in consequence of the 25-52 c. in. of hydrogen, per
ampere-hour, oxidised into water at the peroxide plate. I therefore
preferred to write the equation as follows :—

PbO2 + 2 H2SO4 + Pb = PbO + HaSO4 + PbSO4 + HaO.*

It was duly admitted, however, " that the compounds bracketed
together (when in intimate contact) react upon each other; so that
the final result may be expressed by :—

PbO2 + 2 H2SO4 + Pb = 2 PbSO4 + 2 H20 ; "

which is the equation of Gladstone and Tribe.

* Journal of the Society of Telegraphic Engineers and Electricians, vol. xvi.,
P. i75-
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But a too literal reading of this equation, from the point of view of pit'zGerald>

practice, has been the cause of much of the misapprehension and con-
fusion that have occurred in relation to the theoretical explanations
bearing upon the lead secondary cell. It has been so crudely interpreted
that, if any one ventured to assert that—in the absence of what is too
well known as sulphatation or sulphalion in the worse signification of
the terms—there is never any free, normal or uncombined sulphate of
lead in the partly discharged peroxide element, he was referred to the
above equation as a sufficient refutation of the heresy. If he pointed
out that peroxide of lead, when reduced, either by heat, or by hydrogen,
alone or in conjunction with an acid, always tends to form exothermic
compounds of the products of deoxidation with residual peroxide, the
equation was quoted as a contradiction. If he insisted that the complete
conversion into lead sulphate of given equivalents of spongy lead and
peroxide is an impossibility, and that such conversion practically occurs
only to the extent of about 50 per cent., he was told that he was denying
data put forward and accepted by high authority. And if he ventured
to affirm that the calorific results obtained in the complete conversion
into lead sulphate of ampere-hour or gramme equivalents of spongy
lead and lead peroxide are wholly insufficient to account for the
production of an E.M.F. of 2 volts., corresponding to this conversion in
the same manner as the E.M.F. of a Daniell cell corresponds to the heat
effect of the reaction between zinc and sulphate of copper, he was told
that the calorific values must be inaccurate ; for there was the equation,
and there undoubtedly was the E.M.F. of 2 volts.

At the time (1883) when Messrs. Gladstone and Tribe published their
excellent little monograph on "The Chemistry of the Secondary
Batteries of Plante and Faure," what may be termed a theoretical
or abstract battery-equation was needed and was duly supplied. What
may be called a practical or concrete equation of discharge, approxi-
matively embodying quantitative details, was scarcely then possible ;
for this a more extended experience, and work such as that of Professor
Ayrton and his assistants, in conjunction with Mr. G. H. Robertson,
were needed. In the second part of his paper (p. 485), Mr. Wade gives
what is virtually such an equation, although the excess of sulphuric acid
needed to give conductivity to the electrolyte towards the end of the
effective discharge is not therein considered. In equation form, Mr.
Wade's values are as follow :—

2 Pb + SO4 + H2 + 2 PbO2 + H2SO4

= PbSO4 + Pb + PbO2PbSO4 + 2 H20.

This agrees with an equation—in which are embodied additional
data in relation to the electrolyte—which will be found in my little
work on Lead Accumulators, now slowly making its way through
the press. In this equation the atomic weights represent the dyad
gramme-equivalents, corresponding to 53*6 ampere-hours; and these
weights halved correspond to the monad gramme unit of electrical
quantity (26-833 ampere-hours). It is as follows:—
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Mr. 2 P b + 4-25 H2SO4 + 69-4 H 2 0 + 2 P b O 2
FitzGerald.

= Pb + PbSO4 + 2-25 H2SO4 + 71-3 H 2 0 + PbO2PbSO4.*

In this particular case, the initial specific gravity of the electrolyte will
be 1*182, and the final specific gravity r i o 6 .

T h e peroxide of lead which is active, and which alone is considered
in quantitative equations, does not include any that may be contained in
the compound PbO2PbSO4 (in which PbSO4 replaces the PbO in lead
sesquioxide) which may remain unaffected by the process of charging.
It is interesting to observe that, according to the figures given by
Mr. Wade , the proportion of this residual compound must often in
practice be very considerable. T h e same may be the case with the
residual sulphate remaining, after charging, in the spongy-lead element.
The complete reduction to sulphate of 1 lb. of lead peroxide, if it could
be effected electrically, would correspond to 102-5 ampere-hours (half
of which quanti ty would be debited under an E.M.F. falling rapidly
from i*8 to less thaii 1 volt, and more slowly to zero). But, since the
almost inert compound PbO2PbSO4 is formed when half the peroxide-is
reduced, the maximum output per lb. of peroxide will be just half the
above value, viz., 51*25 ampere-hours. But if, as stated on p . 469, " i n
practice, pasted electrodes hardly ever give more than 30 to 40 ampere-
hours per pound of positive or negative active ma te r i a l ; while about
half these values is probably a more usual figure"—and this s tatement
I fear, cannot be contradicted — the proportion of active material
actually electrolysed must be less than 30 or 40 per cent of the whole.
T h e practical possibility of improvement certainly appears to be here
indicated.

Many other points of interest in Mr. Wade ' s paper might be referred
to, and will doubtless receive consideration in the discussion.

Mr. Mr. A. E. DU PASQUIER [communicated'] : Mr. Wade 's excellent paper
DuPasquier. W J J ^ j a m gure^ j ^ m u c n appreciated by all the members of the Insti-

tution. T h e use of secondary batteries is so extended, that few of us
have not at some time or other had to do with them, and perhaps
been morally responsible for their well doing. Lead entering so largely
into their composition, I am afraid this has very often been a heavy
burden ; in fact I have met many engineers who regard a battery as an
unavoidable evil. Not, I think, that complaints of the behaviour of
secondary batteries are so frequently heard nowadays, but because
so little is known about them, and that little is so nearly confined to
those interested in their manufacture, that if anything goes wrong
with a cell the engineer feels that he is quite helpless to assign a
cause for its failure, or to remedy it if found : a feeling to which no
self-respecting engineer likes to confess. After reading Mr. Wade ' s
ingenious explanation of the complicated reactions that take place in
the charge and discharge of a cell, engineers will perhaps regard
their batteries with increased interest. I had long thought of re-
quest ing to be allowed to read a paper on a similar subject, before
the Institution, but as Mr. W a d e has so admirably forestalled me, I

* The Electrical Engineer, January 21, 1898, p. 74.
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am glad to have the opportunity, not of criticising his remarks, but ^r-
of throwing, perhaps, a little more light on some of the points he
has raised.

Mr. Wade, early in his paper, speaks of the undoubted difference
that exists between the finely divided lead electrolytically prepared on
the negative plate of a battery, and finely divided lead mechanically
prepared.- An experiment I carried out some eight years ago bears
upon this interesting point. A mechanically prepared porous lead
plate was heavily sulphated by being made the anode in a solution
practically consisting of a mixture in certain proportions of sulphuric
acid and nitric acid, the current density being kept very low to prevent
the formation of any peroxide. It was then placed in a cell containing
a zinc plate in a solution of common salt, and left on short circuit for
some time ; by this means the lead sulphate was perfectly reduced to
finely divided or spongy lead, and the plate looked to all intents and
purposes a fully charged negative. It was then mounted against freshly
charged peroxide plates in dilute sulphuric acid of the usual specific
gravity, but no discharge could be obtained from it; on receiving a
charge in the ordinary way it gave a very fair capacity, and yet one
may almost call the action in both cases electrolytic—certainly the
hydrogen liberated is in an equally nascent state. If this sulphated
plate had been made the negative in a sulphuric acid solution directly
the sulphate was thoroughly reduced, it would have given its full
capacity. And so, too, with the peroxide plate ; if a plate is pasted
with chemically prepared PbO2 no capacity can be obtained from it
until it has received a charge; a fact which bears• out Mr. Wade's
belief that the lead peroxide and the finely divided lead in a fully
charged cell cannot be the normal PbO* and Pb, but an allotropic
modification thereof.

Mr. Wade, in speaking of the increase in the internal resistance of a
cell on discharge, says that "it is most rapid when the molecules of
the active materials have attained the respective proportional composi-
tions of Pb2O2SO4 and Pb2S(V' This point' will probably be at
about i-8 volts, or when the cell has just finished its useful discharge,
and on analysis, he goes on to say, "there will be found about
40 per cent, of unaltered peroxide of lead on the positive, and uncom-
bined lead on the negative." These figures of-Mr. Wade's are probably
based upon pasted types of plates, or I, without knowing it, am the
fortunate possessor of the secret for obtaining " 95 per cent, porosity
peroxide." The following figures, rather at variance with those given
by Mr. Wade, are taken from an experiment of mine on a new type of
plate with a very extended surface. Two of these small plates, identical
in every way, were taken, electrolytically formed, and charged up fully;
one was then discharged against strong negatives, and gave a capacity
of 25 ampere-hours to 17 volts, which is the capacity we invariably get
with this type of plate, so treated-.

The two plates were then broken up for analysis, and such is their
nature, that though they are perfectly homogeneous, the lead forming
the active surface of the plate can, with a little trouble, be detached
(for purposes of analysis) from the lead that forms essentially the frame,
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Mr. and which in no way contributes to the capacity of the plate—in fact, if
DuPasquier. a n y t h i n g j detracts from it.

PARTICULARS O F ANALYSIS.

Charged Discharged
Plate. Plate.

Weight of Pb unattacked in grammes ... 127736 112-787
Weight of PbSO4 ... -615 144-158
Weight of PbO2

262-401 279385

It will be seen that the charged plate had evidently rather more lead
available for conversion into active material than the discharged one,
and would probably have given a higher capacity. Dealing with the
discharged plate, 144 grammes of PbSO4 would correspond to about
113 grammes of PbO2, making a total of 135-5 grammes of PbO2 for dis-
charge purposes, of which about 84 per cent, was utilised instead of the
50 per cent, quoted by Mr. Wade . Adopting Mr. Wade 's figures of
102-5 ampere-hours per pound of PbO 2 ( = -226 ampere-hours per
gramme of PbO2) converted into sulphate, 81-7 per cent, of the
theoretically possible capacity for the 135-5 grammes of PbO2 present,
was obtained. This very favourable result is obtained on the lines
Mr. W a d e so ably indicates, viz. : 1st—A very extended surface, so
arranged that the acid has free passage r ight through the plate, and
that, as the acid in the pores of the plate weakens on discharge, there
is nothing to prevent it rising up, by simple gravitation effect, to the
top of the cell, making room for the stronger acid in the body of the
cell to take its p l a c e ; although I have never been able satisfactorily to
prove this, I am satisfied that this action of discharge actually gives rise
to currents in the electrolyte tending, if unimpeded, to keep the electro-
lyte at a uniform strength. And 2nd—A very low specific gravity
peroxide (I have never been able to get satisfactory specific gravities for
peroxide, portions from the same sample varying between 5-25 and 6-8),
probably about 45 per cent, porosity. I may say that, at present, there
are mechanical difficulties in increasing the size of these plates, but
these we hope shortly to overcome. Although these figures show that
Mr. W a d e is incorrect when he says that " a cell is incapable of further
discharge when the active material on the plates has the composition
P b 2 0 2 S 0 2 and Pb2SO4," I agree with him very largely in the main, and
believe that the true explanation of these reactions must be sought on
the lines he indicates.

Returning again to the allotropic differences between substances
represented by the formula PbO2, another instance occurs to me,
which may be of interest. In a certain formation process used very
largely by me at one time, the process was divided into two parts, or
b a t h s ; in the first bath a certain number of ampere-hours charge per
square centimetre of surface was given, at the end of which the positive
plates—which were of the herring-bone type—were covered with a
dark-brown, almost lustrous, very thin film, or skin, of what was
apparently P b O , so thin that it was impossible to estimate its thickness
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as it could not be detached from the plate. At this stage the plate had Du'
no appreciable capacity. The plates were then put into an ordinary
dilute sulphuric acid bath specific gravity ri8o, and on charging
a marvellous change took piace; this film or skin gradually expanded
until, at a certain stage, the grooves between the ridges or teeth of the
plate were completely blocked up with a very crystalline, light-coloured
peroxide, evidently of a very porous nature, but- perfectly hard and
adherent, the plate being then possessed of a very high capacity,
whereas a new plate given a short charge in sulphuric, and receiving a
similar coating of PbO2 in point of thickness, might be charged for
ever in this density acid ' without expanding or its capacity much
increasing.

Passing on to what Mr. Wade rightly calls the most interesting of
all the phenomena observed in storage cells, viz., Reversal. A short
time ago I should have said unhesitatingly with Mr. Wade, that if the
positives were the weaker element in a cell, its E.M.F. curve was more
sustained, whereas if it was the negative that were weak the fall off was
much more rapid ; but in a number of very careful experiments carried
out lately I have been quite unable to satisfy myself that this is so, and
am strongly of the opinion that it depends upon the differences in the
capacities of the two plates ; if either plate has a much- larger capacity
than the other the fall off is more rapid, as though, to give a rough
illustration, the stronger plate upholds the weaker till its last gasp, when
it suddenly collapses, whereas if both plates have approximately the'
same capacity the E.M.F. of the cell will tail off more gradually.
With regard to the possibility of reversal actively taking place before
all the PbO2 or Pb has become converted into PbSO4, I think there can
be no doubt that this is not only possible, but that it is what actually
happens. If a cell is discharged down to zero, and the current rate is
still maintained from some external source, and the E.M.F. of the
weaker plate (say the negative) observed by means of a charged
negative proof plate, in a very short time the volts will rise from zero,
or almost zero, to 1*5 to 2 volts; and assuming, as is certainly true for
pasted plates, that not more than 60 per cent, has been converted into
PbSO+ in discharge down to the zero point, the ampere-hours given to
the plate in this time would not have been sufficient to convert all the
40 per cent, remaining Pb into PbSO4, but the high E.M.F. observed
is proof of the presence of PbO2 notwithstanding. If in. any cell the
two setsi of plate happen to have exactly the same capacity, the
reversal takes place immediately the E.M.F. falls to zero. Perhaps it is
as well to distinguish between the real zero, i.e. the point at which the
two equal-capacity plates are absolutely exhausted, and there no longer
exists a potential difference between them, and the apparent zero—that
is, the point in discharge when a voltmeter placed across the bars of
the cells gives no deflection. The internal resistance of a cell gives rise
to a counter E.M.F. reaching at this extreme end of discharge as high
a figure as C45 of a volt, so that the apparent zero is reached when the
E.M.F. of the plates have fallen to 0-45 volt; as it continues to fall
below this point so the difference appears as a reversed E.M.F. on the
voltmeter, till when the real zero is reached it has the value of about
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Mr. —°'45- I have actually been observing the volts of a cell on a potent io-
u asqmer. m e j . e r w n e n ^ j g n a s b e e n happening , have seen the volts d rop to zero,

and the beam from the galvanometer glide past the zero quicker and
quicker till it lias gone off the scale aiid the leads had to be reversed to
follow it. W h e n it attains the value of about —0*45 volt for ordinary
current densities there is a slight pause, and again a noticeable pause
at about 1*5 volts, after which it cl imbs steadily up and gives the usual
E .M.F . curve of a charg ing cell.

It is very seldom that the capacities of the plates are so equa l ; as a
rule one will reverse considerably before the other : in this case,
roughly speaking, the t ime elapsing between, when the zero is reached,
and an E .M.F . of more than one volt in the opposite direction is
observed, is a measure of the capacity of the stronger plate.

T h e r e is another very interesting phenomenon connect ing with the
reversal of negative plates of the Plante type, that is to say plates of
large surface and thin layers of active material, which I have often
observed, and that is that at the point of complete exhaustion there is
a violent ebullition of gas, collecting in large bubbles at the top of the
plate. This gas is h y d r o g e n ; it does not seem possible to account
for it electrolytically, and perhaps the explanation may be that at this
stage these unstable allotropic modifications of PbSO 4 break up spon-
taneously into the real and more stable PbSO4 with evolution of
hydrogen. I have never observed it with any form of pasted negative
where the diffusion is imperfect.

Mr. Mr. G. H. R O B E R T S O N [communicated'] : As the ad journment of the
Robertson. diS C Ussion of Mr. Wade ' s most interest ing and suggestive paper has

enabled me to have it read over to me, I now gladly avail myself of the
opportuni ty afforded me by the courtesy of the Council to make a few
remarks on it, and the more especially so since the analyses made by m e
some years ago have been frequently referred to, both in the paper and
in the subsequent discussion.

Mr. W a d e has stated his theory of the chemical action occurr ing in
lead batteries clearly, and backed it up with well-reasoned arguments ,
but I do not think that my analyses and report lend quite as much sup-
port to his theory as he appears to think that they do. T h e fact is, none
of the products examined by m e could be in any sense considered
homogeneous, with the exception of the positive and negative plugs at
the end of charge. At all other times t he positive plugs consisted of
mixtures of more or less unreduced peroxide of lead, lead sulphate and
a b rown material varying in colour from a dark sepia to a very light
shade of the same*hue. On t reat ing this brown substance with acetate
of ammonium in the cold, no evidence could be found that it consisted
of anything except the sulphate and peroxide of lead, and therefore, as
described in my report , in the quanti tat ive analysis I only de te rmined
the percentage of peroxide of lead. I d rew at tention to the fact that it
was found that there were always unreduced peroxide grains scattered
through the plug, except on the surface where the reduction to sulphate
was complete . W h a t struck us most, when removing the plugs, was
that the chemical action started at their edges, and then extended across
their whole surfaces while also penet ra t ing downwards between the
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plugs and the grid, but it was only on the surface layer that the sulph- J,Ir- ,
r o o > J •> ' Robertson.

ation appeared complete, the lower and inner portions of the plugs being
darker in hue, but when they were broken up it was evident that the
chemical action did not take place uniformly throughout their mass.
The lower and inner portions were darker than the upper and outer,
while the necks of the plugs even at the end of discharge showed little
or no visible sign of the formation of sulphate. This suggested the idea
that they contributed very little to the action of the cell beyond serving
as conductors, and I may here mention that many months afterwards
Messrs. Lamb and Smith informed me that the cell which had been
used for the experiments was working very satisfactorily, and apparently
enjoying good health.

It appears to me that no very hard and fast conclusions can be
deduced from these analyses, because with a more porous active
material which exposed a larger surface to the electrolyte, I fancy that
more of the peroxide would come into action before the layer of
sulphate formed on its surface was sufficiently thick to prevent the
penetration of the electrolyte, and this would of course make a difference
in the relative proportions of peroxide of lead and lead sulphate found
in the plate at the end of discharge. It might be thought that the colour
of the product formed in the cell would afford some light as to its
constitution, but this is not the case, for powders practically identical
in hue with those obtained by grinding up the plugs were produced by
simple mechanical mixtures of pure peroxide and sulphate of lead
blended together in a mortar, and it does not appear possible that any
chemical union could be effected in this process. Just as we find that
the addition of a little sulphate to the peroxide alters its hue, so we find
that a paste formed from this mixture has a lower E.M.F. than that
afforded by a paste of the pure peroxide, and, as is well known, the
latter yields a lower E.M.F. than the electrolytic. Mr. Desmond
FitzGerald demonstrated this fact before a meeting of this Institution
many years ago, and I also have repeated the experiment with pastes of
varying composition, but I could not find that the lowering of the
E.M.F. followed any definite law, and it appeared to depend rather on
the effect of the lead strip used to support the paste than on the pro-
portion of sulphate in the paste. In the case of electrolytic peroxide
the oxide is' practically welded into the lead support, but in the case of
an applied paste there is no such perfect union, however thoroughly it
may be rubbed and compressed into the lead, and so there is an oppor-
tunity for the formation of a couple between the peroxide and the
supporting lead which lowers the E.M.F. due to the action of the
peroxide paste and the opposing lead plate.

It has been stated that, if the peroxide is thoroughly screened from
the action of the support, the chemical peroxide will give the same
E.M.F. as is yielded by a cell which has reached its steady value.
This screening may be effected by taking a long glass tube curved at
one end, filling it with peroxide, and arranging it so that the curved
portion just dips below the level of the acid, so that there is a good
column of peroxide between the terminal of the cell and the level of
the acid ; but I have never been able to verify this statement for myself,
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Mr- as I was compelled to abandon experimental work just after I had made
Robertson. , . r , , , • J

a number of such tubes.
Professor Armstrong has referred to the subject of the formation of

persulphuric acid and its function in the cell to which we drew attention
in 1891, and which was subsequently noted by M. Darrieus about a
year later. It therefore only remains for me to say that Mr. Wade has
done a great service in insisting on the value of porosity in the con-
struction of battery plates, and for giving us some term by which to
measure it, and my remarks have been made more with the object of
showing how little we know of what goes on in the cell than of
disproving the very symmetrical theory which Mr. Wade has pro-
pounded ; and I hope that he or some one else will follow up the theory
of molecular compounds, and do for the salts of lead what Perkins has
done for the hydrates of sulphuric acid.

Mr. Walker. Mr. S. F. WALKER [communicated]: The paper is, in my opinion, one
of the most valuable that has been presented to the Institution for some
time. Notwithstanding the fact that a great deal has been done in the
matter of accumulators, we are still wanting a large further progress
to enable us to deal with the problems that are waiting for us. No one
seriously doubts, for instance, that the automobile of the future will be
electrically driven. Yet as we know, the way is barred, and other
agents, such as petroleum, and even steam, are making far more head-
way, because of the uncertainty of the accumulator.

In my opinion, Mr. Wade has gone pretty well to the root of the
matter in the remarks which he makes in the paper about the porosity
of the active materials, and the diffusion of the electrolyte through those
materials. One point he appears to have brought out very clearly : that
it is useless to hope for increased storage capacity, or increased life,
from an increase of the thickness of the active material. Another point
that appears to me to be clearly brought out in the paper is, that the
electrical connection between the active material and the supporting
plate must be largely by means of the electrolyte. In fact it would
appear that the supporting.plate performs the same office that the
negative (collecting) plate performs in the primary battery, viz., it
collects the current from the active material, just as the copper or
carbon plate does from the electrolyte, or from the depolariser. If
this is so, the question arises, could not some other metal be substituted,
in place of lead, for the supporting and collecting plates. I am aware,
of course, that by introducing another metal you also introduce
additional galvanic action ; but is the case so formidable as it would
seem at first sight ? We have already a separate galvanic battery at
each plate. Would the loss be much greater (would it be as great ?) if, in-
stead of lead collecting plates, with the inevitable lead-lead-oxide couple,
we had some such metal as aluminium, some metal not readily attacked
by sulphuric acid. If it could be arranged to have accumulators con-
sisting of a light framework of such a metal as aluminium, or platinum,
with a thin layer of active material deposited on it, by electrolysis, one
of the difficulties of the problem of portable electric accumulators for
all purposes—and the purposes to which such an accumulator could,
be put are very numerous—would have disappeared.
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Again, I am aware that the problem involved in the electro-deposition Mr- Walker-
of a lead salt, upon aluminium, or upon platinum, is a very difficult one>
but it appears to me that the possible gain is well worth the trouble.
There is also, of course, the question of expense. If aluminium can be
used, probably the extra cost will not be serious, if there be any extra
cost. But all these things behave, often, so differently from what we
expect, no matter how carefully we think the matter out, especially with
a metal such as aluminium, whose working is comparatively unexplored,
that one can only suggest lines of investigation. I will only say in
conclusion, that in an electro-chemical investigation which I conducted,
a short time since, many things were found possible that experienced
chemists assured me were quite impossible, and that some results
obtained with aluminium were somewhat startling, from their point
of view.

Mr. W. BOYD [communicated'] : May not the gradual drop in capacity Mr- Bo>rd-
of the negative plates of a battery be caused by electrolytic action in the
cell due to the presence of acid impurities in the electrolyte ? Observa-
tions I have made seem to confirm this. I think the action taking place
is as follows :—Slight traces of an acid forming a soluble salt of lead
being present in the electrolyte first of all attack the peroxide plate to
form that salt. This is during the next charge electrolytically deposited
on the surface and in the pores of the negative plate, liberating the acid,
which again attacks the peroxide and dissolves a further portion. This
action after a time, which depends on the amount of impurity present,
closes up the pores of the negative plates, thereby decreasing the active
surface ; the peroxidising of the plate and subsequent reduction restores
the capacity, in consequence of the expansion that takes place during the
oxidising and the contraction during the reduction making the plate
once more porous. In some bad cases that I have seen, the electrolytic
action has been sufficiently marked to produce a lead-tree formation on
the surface of plates. The impurities present in the electrolyte may be
derived from several sources ; such as the acid which is used for filling
cells in the first instance, or afterwards for making up evaporation, not
being absolutely pure, or because some acid or acid-forming substance
used in the process of manufacture has not been removed before cells
have been put into use.

[Owing to the lateness of the hour Mr. Wade was asked to reply to
the discussion on his paper at the meeting on April 5th.]

The CHAIRMAN announced that the scrutineers reported the follow-
ing candidates to have been elected :—

Members :

Richard Tetley Glazebrook, F.R.S.
Professor Henry Stroud, M.A., D.Sc.




